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We point out that the high-frequency fluctuations of of S&P 500 and NASDAQ 100 indices show
Boltzmann statistics over a wide range of positive as well as negative returns, thus allowing us
to define a market temperature for either sign. With increasing time the sharp Boltzmann peak
broadens into a Gaussian whose volatility σ measured in 1/min is related to the temperature T by
T = σ/
√
2. Plots over the years 1990–2006 show that the arrival of the 2000 crash was preceded by
a dramatic increase in market temperature.
PACS numbers: 11.10.Kk, 71.10.Hf, 11.15.Ha
It is by now well-known that financial data do no dis-
play Gaussian distributions [1-5]. Most importantly, the
tails of the distributions are power-like, since large fluc-
tuations are much more frequent than in a Gaussian dis-
tribution. This is of great importance for financial insti-
tutions who want to estimate the risk of market crashes.
point out
In this note we would like to focus on the opposite
regime of the most frequent events near the peak of the
distribution. We want to point out that the highest-
frequency returns x of NASDAQ 100 and S&P 500 in-
dices have a special property: they display a Boltzmann
distribution for positive as well as negative x, as long as


















S&P500 2004-05 (1min) NQ100 2001-02 (1min)
log P (x) log P (x)
x in percent x in percent
FIG. 1: Boltzmann distribution of S&P 500 and NASDAQ
100 high-frequency returns recorded by the minute.
We can see in Fig. 1, that only a very small set of
rare events of large |x| does not follow the Boltzmann
law, but displays heavy tails. This allows us to assign
a temperature to the stock markets. In principle, there
are different temperature T± for positive and negative
returns, but to a good approximations we may equate
both T ≈ T+ ≈ T−. The temperature T depends on
the selection of stocks and changes only very slowly with


























FIG. 2: Market temperatures of S&P 500 and NASDAQ in-
dices from 1990 to 2006. The crash of NASDAQ in the year
2000 occurred at the maximal temperatures TNASDAQ ≈ 3.
the general economic and political environment. Near a
crash is reaches maximal values, as shown in Fig. 2.
For lower frequencies, the distribution becomes more
and more Gaussian, as required by the central limit-
ing theorem of statistical mechanics which states that
the convolution of infinitely many arbitrary distribution
functions of finite width always approaches a Gaussian
distribution. This is illustrated by the the weekly data
of the two indexes in Fig. 3.








S&P500 2004-05(1week) NQ100 2001-02(1week)
log P (x) log P (x)
x in percent x in percent
FIG. 3: Gaussian distributions of S&P 500 and NASDAQ 100
data recorded by the week.
The transition from Boltzmann to Gaussian distribu-
tions is shown for the S&P 500 index in Fig. 4.
The convergence to a Gaussian distribution is in con-
trast to the pure Le´vy distribution of infinite width where
the falloff remains power-like at large distances for any
data frequency. The same thing will happen here for the
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(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 4: Fits of convolution of Boltzmann distribution to S&P
500 data taken in intervals of 1 hour, 4 hours, and 1 day,
respectively.
The time dependence of the distribution is found in












and identify the Hamiltonian as
H(p) = log[1 + (Tp)2]. (3)
This has only even cumulants (n = 2, 4, . . . ):
cn = −inH(n)(0) = 2in(−1)n/2T n(n− 1)!. (4)
As a function of time, the distribution widens as fol-
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FIG. 5: Variance of S&P 500 and NASDAQ 100 indices as
a function of time. The right-hand side amplifies the small
relative deviation from the linear shape in percent.
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FIG. 6: Kurtosis of S&P 500 and NASDAQ 100 indices as
a function of time. The right-hand side shows the relative

















where t is measured in minutes. For t = 1, this reduces
to (1).
The variance and kurtosis of this distribution increases
linearly in time as









These quantities are plotted in Figs. 5 and Fig. 6.
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